Let the sunshine in! #CHAWsummer

Leslie's Camp Countdown

What will your #CHAWsummer look like?

Week 3 of our camp countdown brings a totally #CHAWsome art project you can do at home! It’s a project that reflects exactly what we hope to see: our young artists exploring science and creativity everywhere they go--at home, at school, at CHAW, in nature, and throughout their entire lives. The arts aren't just for certain spaces: every moment is an opportunity to be an observer of life--and that's an artist (AND a scientist)!

~Ms. Leslie
Session III July 5 - July 8

Artists' Laboratory

2D Studio: Ashley Hendrix – Mixed Media

3D/Performing Arts Studio: Laura Maravilla – Actions and Reactions

Performing Arts Studio: Michelle Tang Jackson – Improv Theater/Comedy

Fun Facts

Try this at home!

Turn your kitchen into an art laboratory. Follow the basic instructions below then mix colors, vary the size of the bubbles, add glitter...experiment!. Once the paint dries, what shapes do you see? Use a fine-tipped marker to outline the shapes and create figures of animals, plants, or people.

Ingredients

- 2 tablespoons liquid tempera paint
- 2 tablespoons dish soap.
- 1 tablespoon water
- Straw, bowl and paper

Directions

- Pour ingredients into a small bowl.
- Insert straw into bowl and blow.
- Place paper on top of bubbles to make a print.

Teaching Artist Highlight
**Michelle Jackson** is a performer who also writes and makes music. She has been an arts educator for over a decade, teaching students of many ages at Capitol Hill Day School, The Smithsonian Institute, Shakespeare Theatre Company, Young Playwrights' Theater, Faction of Fools, and Mondavi Center ArtsBridge. She holds a BA in Theatre and a BA in English and Creative Writing from UC Davis. She is currently developing new musical plays for middle school artists.
The Fourth "C"
Confidence, Creativity, and Community...and CAMP! Summer camp offers the same opportunity for the 3 Cs you love from CHAW programming all year round--plus sunscreen. Save your spot TODAY!
I'm happy to help
As always, if you have thoughts, suggestions, or questions about YAP, Summer Camp, or any of our arts programs, please reach out -
- Email Leslie!

Capitol Hill Arts Workshop
leslie@chaw.org
http://www.chaw.org

Voted "Best Art Classes in DC" in Washington City Paper "Best Of" 2015 & 2016
One of DC's top nonprofits for 2014-2015, Catalogue for Philanthropy
2014 & 2015 Hilly Award "Arts Organization/Venue of the Year"
DCist's Best Venue for Cheap Theatre in 2014

DONATE